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Abstract

Capacitation is a complex maturation process mammalian sperm must undergo in the

female genital tract to be able to fertilize an egg. This process involves, amongst others,

physiological changes in flagellar beating pattern, membrane potential, intracellular ion

concentrations and protein phosphorylation. Typically, in a capacitation medium, only a

fraction of sperm achieve this state. The cause for this heterogeneous response is still not

well understood and remains an open question. Here, one of our principal results is to

develop a discrete regulatory network, with mostly deterministic dynamics in conjunction

with some stochastic elements, for the main biochemical and biophysical processes

involved in the early events of capacitation. The model criterion for capacitation requires

the convergence of specific levels of a select set of nodes. Besides reproducing several

experimental results and providing some insight on the network interrelations, the main

contribution of the model is the suggestion that the degree of variability in the total amount

and individual number of ion transporters among spermatozoa regulates the fraction of

capacitated spermatozoa. This conclusion is consistent with recently reported experimen-

tal results. Based on this mathematical analysis, experimental clues are proposed for the

control of capacitation levels. Furthermore, cooperative and interference traits that

become apparent in the modelling among some components also call for future theoretical

and experimental studies.
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1 Introduction

Sperm are highly specialized cells whose purpose is to reach, recognize and fuse with the egg.

Their fundamental goal is to deliver the paternal genetic material to a female gamete. Despite

lacking the machinery necessary for gene expression, these motile cells are capable of respond-

ing to extracellular cues by means of ion transport regulation, resulting in membrane potential

and second messenger changes leading to the activation of phosphorylation cascades.

In the particular case of mammalian fertilization, sperm must reside inside the female geni-

tal tract for minutes to hours to complete a unique maturation process during which they

acquire the adequate swimming modality to reach the egg at the right time and place, and the

ability to fuse with it. In the early ‘50s, Austin and Chang identified the essential changes

required for sperm to be able to fertilize eggs and called these processes “capacitation” [1, 2].

In 1957, in vitro fertilization (IVF) was performed with epididymal mice sperm exposed to a

chemically defined medium (capacitation medium) [3]. In this procedure, multiple signaling

events are involved, which depend on a set of ion transporters located along sperm mem-

branes, which are synthesized during spermatogenesis as they differentiate before becoming

transcriptionally and translationally silent [4].

It is known that when murine sperm are exposed to a capacitation medium with the proper

levels of CaCl2, NaCl, NaHCO3, KCl, cholesterol acceptors and metabolites, among others,

only a fraction of the cell population is able to undergo a physiological secretory event known

as acrosome reaction, which is necessary for gamete fusion. This reaction is proof that the

sperm has become capacitated [5–7]. The causal relationships that originate the heterogeneous

capacitation response remain poorly understood, furthermore, the possible advantage of this

heterogeneity remains speculative at present.

During mouse sperm capacitation, the membrane potential (V) changes from resting to

hyperpolarized [4], the intracellular calcium concentration ([Ca2+]i) [8], pH (pHi) [4] and

chloride concentration ([Cl−]i) increase [9], whereas intracellular sodium concentration

([Na+]i) decreases [10]. Additionally, phosphorylation by PKA initiates within the first min-

utes of capacitation, whereas tyrosine phosphorylation starts at significantly later stages [4, 11,

12]. According to the molecular nature of each of these physiological changes, the signaling

processes involved in capacitation occur at different time scales, (e. g. ion channel gating is in

the subseconds whereas phosphorylation events can take from minutes to hours), hence the

importance of asynchronous regulation. For the purposes of this paper, the hallmark of a

capacitated state will be given in terms of the values reached by certain variables, namely, V,

[Ca2+]i, pHi and PKA.

Capacitation is a complex multifactorial transformation of the spermatozoa that takes place

during their passage through a physical and chemical changing environment that regulates a

network of linked intracellular biochemical and electrophysiological processes. In order to

contribute to a better comprehension of this phenomenon, we construct, to our knowledge for

the first time, a mathematical model for the dynamics of such an interacting regulatory net-

work restricted to the early stages of capacitation. This is in itself one of the main contributions

of this study. The model is firmly rooted on experimental evidence. It is a model where the

components of the signaling regulatory network take discrete values. Given that temporality in

such a system is intrinsically asynchronous, we deal with it by working with a deterministic

synchronous updating, subject to the inclusion of specific stochastic dynamics that effectively

introduces delays in a set of selected components of the network.

In this work, we address the observation that typically only a fraction of murine sperm are

capacitated in vitro, by looking into the heterogeneity in ion transporter numbers among

sperm, acquired as a result of variable gene expression during spermatogenesis, exosome
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incorporation during epididymal maturation and proteolytic activity while capacitating [13–

15]. With the model, we can explore different levels of variability in the number of each func-

tional ion transporter, which affects their relative number at the individual cell level, and inves-

tigate how the distribution properties of this variability influence the fraction of capacitated

sperm [16]. This introduces another stochastic element in the modeling. The concept of such

variability has been reported before [17–20] and is consistent with recent results indicating the

presence of heterogeneous sperm population displaying differences in their [Ca2+]i responses

to external stimuli and in their membrane potential [21–23]. Our study provides us with a dis-

tribution parameter, the standard deviation, that can act as a control parameter on which to

focus future experimentation and search for physiological explanations. Additionally, the

model exhibits the role of key components of the network and of their interrelations on capaci-

tation. Within this framework, we have shown that typical capacitation percentages can be

controlled by single or double perturbations (either loss of function or overactivation) on

selected signaling network nodes, i. e. in silico mutations.

This paper is structured as follows. The results section has two main subsections: the first

devoted to the building of the capacitation regulatory network, its topology and most impor-

tantly a mathematical model for its dynamics; the second centered on findings stemming from

the model, in particular on the heterogeneous capacitation response and suggestions for capac-

itation control in terms of model parameters. After the discussion section, there is a methods

section with detailed information and explanation on the construction of regulatory functions

of the network and the conditions for the implementation of the reported simulations. S1–S9

Figs are included in the Supporting information.

2 Results

2.1 Mathematical model building

Experimental observations often reveal interrelations that can be integrated into an interacting

web whose only purpose is to graphically represent and outline the conceptual understanding

of molecular mechanisms underlying a biological trait of interest. We shall refer to this kind of

schemes as a “biological model”. Here we present such a biological model for the regulatory

pathways leading to capacitation. A further development is to quantify the interactions and

build a corresponding mathematical model capable of a time dependent characterization. In

our study, the mathematical model we chose is a logical network where the participating com-

ponents take discrete values and time is also discrete. Central to this formulation is the con-

struction of the regulatory relations which define the dynamics of the model.

In Fig 1, we show schematically the biological machinery involved in capacitation, which

incorporates the main features mentioned in the introduction, with ion transporters, from

both the midpiece and principal piece, along with the respective ions fluxes reported in [4], as

well as early phosphorylation nodes, which pertain to PKA activity [24].

From Fig 1, we construct the network topology shown in Fig 2 by connecting the nodes of

interest for capacitation, based on molecular relationships established in the literature. The

resulting network layout is a representation of the biological diagram (Fig 1) with the addition

of auxiliary nodes: those that help to represent explicitly the electromotive forces that generate

ion fluxes through each type of ion transporter, those related to net ion fluxes, as well as recov-

ery nodes. This is the starting point for our mathematical model, for which time evolution will

be dictated by the definition of regulatory rules that control the network dynamics.

2.1.1 Network dynamics. In order to characterize the dynamics of the signaling pathway

related to the early capacitation response, we model each of the components and interactions

in terms of a discrete dynamical network (DDN). The configuration of this kind of networks is
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given by a set of N discrete variables, {σ1, σ2, . . ., σN}, which represent the dynamical state of all

the network nodes. The network configuration evolves in discrete time steps t 2 N according

to a set of dynamical rules that update the state of each node. One of most studied and used

formalism within discrete dynamical networks is the Boolean network approximation. Such a

network was proposed by Kauffman [25] as a modelling framework to study the dynamics of

metabolic and genetic regulatory systems, with the underlying hypothesis that each particular

temporal pattern can be associated to a cell phenotype. These type of models have been shown

to be successful in the study of many biological networks, e. g. [26–30]. According to the

Fig 1. Representation of the capacitation machinery considered in this biological model. This figure is based on [4] (see Darszon et al., 2011, Fig 6), with some

modifications and additions. The gray bands represent the flagellum membrane. The gray semicircle represents the internal calcium reservoir. Inserted inside the light

blue background (intracellular medium), we can see from left to right circles representing ion concentrations (green) and membrane potential (V, red). From left to

right, inserted inside the upper gray bands: cholesterol acceptor (ChAcc), sodium/calcium exchanger (NCX), calcium pump (PMCA), voltage/pH dependent calcium

channel (CatSper), voltage/pH dependent potassium channel (Slo3), electroneutral but voltage dependent sodium/proton exchanger (sNHE). From up to down,

inserted inside the gray semicircle (Redundant Nuclear Envelope, RNE): calcium dependent IP3 Receptor calcium channel (IP3R), calcium pump from the redundant

nuclear envelope (SPCA). From left to right, inserted inside the inferior gray bands: electrogenic sodium/bicarbonate co-transporter (NBC), electroneutral chloride/

bicarbonate exchanger (SLCAE), electrogenic chloride/bicarbonate exchanger (SLC26), chloride channel (CFTR/TMEM16A) and sodium channel (ENaC/TRP),

soluble adenylate cyclase (sAC), (PDE) phosphodiesterase, (cAMP) cyclic adenosine monophosphate, (PKA) protein kinase A, (IP3) inositol triphosphate, Cap is a

marker that represents the beginning of late capacitation. Due to scarcity of experimental information on chloride channels and sodium channels relevant to murine

sperm capacitation, we modeled CFTR and ENaC only, which are the channels with more available experimental support. Blue sharp arrows correspond to positive

regulation; red flat arrows, to negative regulation; green triangle arrows, to an increase or a decrease of ion concentration or membrane potential during capacitation;

and black triangle arrows, to ion fluxes direction.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245816.g001
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Kauffman formalism, the dynamical state of a given node σi at time t + 1 is determined by the

state of its own set of k regulators fsi1
; si2

; . . . ; sik
g at time t as follows:

siðt þ 1Þ ¼ Fi½si1
ðtÞ; . . . ; sik

ðtÞ�; ð1Þ

where Fi is a regulatory function that assigns a value from a discrete state repertoire to a node

σi. Note that each node σi has its own regulatory function Fi, which is built to capture qualita-

tively the inhibitory/activating character of the interactions of its particular regulator set. This

function can be encoded through a truth table or expressed in terms of Boolean algebra equa-

tions [31]. In the most simple variant, the dynamical state of all nodes is updated synchro-

nously by applying their respective regulatory function (Eq 1) simultaneously at each iteration.

Fig 2. Capacitation interaction network between nodes considered in the biological model and additional auxiliary nodes. Blue circles: extracellular ion

concentrations. Yellow rectangles: gating of ion transporters. Pink circles: electromotive force of ion transporters (Δμ, see methods in Section 4.2.3) or flux of a given

ion transporter. Light pink rectangles: total ion fluxes. Green circles: intracellular ion concentrations. Orange nodes: enzymes and molecules from cytosol. Red

rectangle: joint node of select capacitation variables (see Section 2.1.7). Gray rectangles: auxiliary nodes for concentration and membrane potential recovery (see

Section 4.2.6). Light pink triangle: membrane potential. Black arrows: positive regulation. Red arrows: negative regulation. Dashed arrows: regulation related to fluxes.

Gray arrows: negligible regulation due to our coarse-grained discrete modelling approximation; in the case of the joint node regulators, gray arrows means that these

regulators are not included due to the relative scarcity of experimental single-cell measurements. NaC incorporates the sodium channels like ENaC/TRP. ClC

incorporates the chloride channels like CFTR/TMEM16A. For more information about auxiliary node KSper flux, see Section 4.2.3.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245816.g002
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The Boolean model can be generalized to multi-state logical models, in which each node σi
is allowed to take m states instead of only two:

siðtÞ 2 ~ei ¼ fei1 ; . . . ; eimg; ð2Þ

where ~ei is the set of values σi can take, eij 2 Z.

Most of the nodes in the capacitation network have two dynamical states. In the case of ion

channels, the dynamical states portray: open (state 1) and closed (state 0). In the case of ion

concentrations (Table 4), the dynamical states portray: high concentrations (state 1) and low

concentrations (state 0). In the case of the activity of a given protein, the dynamical states por-

tray: high activity (state 1) and low activity (state 0). In the case of current nodes, they have

three dynamical states that represent the current direction: inward (state 1), null (state 0) and

outward (state -1). In the case of membrane potential, the dynamical states portray: depolar-

ized (state 1), resting (state 0) and hyperpolarized (state -1).

In general, there are many ways reported in the literature for building regulatory functions,

e. g. truth tables with random outputs [25], Boolean threshold networks [32], majority rules

[33], etc. The method for building regulatory functions in our model is ad hoc, related to ther-

modynamics and electrophysiological considerations explained in Section 4.2. The corre-

sponding regulatory tables are shown in the S1 File. Furthermore, the dynamical rules for

integration nodes of ion fluxes and membrane potential were built in terms of an innovative

scheme inspired in neural nets, explained in Section 2.1.4.

2.1.2 Multitemporal updating DDN. As pointed out in Section 1, it has been established

experimentally that the time scales with which different nodes interact is diverse. In order to

take this into account, in our model we define a time evolution equation that incorporates a

stochastic interaction wherein each input of a given node is sampled at a different rate accord-

ing to a biased Bernoulli process (i. e. unfair coin tossing). The mean value of this process is

calibrated to qualitatively approximate the operation rates of each kind of regulatory nodes

(Section 4.4.2). With the above, we generalize the Kauffman multi-state model as follows:

siðt þ 1Þ ¼ Fi½Bt
ni1
½si1
ðtÞ�; . . . ;Bt

nik
½sik
ðtÞ��; ð3aÞ

Bt
nij
sij
ðtÞ

h i
¼

(
sij
ðtÞ if bt

nij
¼ 1

0 else
; ð3bÞ

where bt
nij
2 f0; 1g is a random variable from a biased Bernoulli process with mean nij 2 ½0; 1�,

sampled at time t, and sij
ðtÞ 2 ~eij .

Given that PKA-dependent phosphorylation, cholesterol removal effects and calcium diffu-

sion from the RNE to the principal piece show characteristic times greater than other network

processes (e. g. ion transport) [34, 35], we introduce a persistence of their effects, reverting to

earlier times steps in order to update, producing a memory effect in Eq 5; i. e., in our model,

each of the nodes associated to these phenomena retain their previous value for a defined aver-

age number of steps n� 1
ij

(see Section 4.4 for more details). For these cases, instead of Eq 3b, the

node evolution is given by:

for t = 0,

B0
nij
½sij
ð0Þ� ¼ sij

ð0Þ; ð4Þ
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and for t> 0,

Bt
nij
sij
ðtÞ

h i
¼

( sij
ðtÞ if bt

nij
¼ 1

Bt� 1
nij
½sij
ðt � 1Þ� else

; ð5Þ

where sij
ðtÞ 2 ~eij , and j stands for nodes PKA, SPCA, IP3R and ChAcc. Notice that, though

the network model evolution is synchronous, the biological asynchronicity is dealt with in the

model through this particular stochastic updating at the regulator interaction level.

2.1.3 Ion flux dynamics: Neural network scheme. In order to manage ion fluxes related

to several types of transporters, we include ion flux integration nodes as auxiliary nodes that

operate in a similar fashion as in neuron integrated signals coming from several inputs. Updat-

ing depends on whether a given threshold is surpassed. For theses cases, each total flux node σi
evolves according to a regulatory function Fi that consists of a weighted sum of its regulators

sij
, as in the McCulloch&Pitts scheme [36]:

siðt þ 1Þ ¼ sgn
Xk

j¼1

wij
sij
ðtÞ

" #

; ð6Þ

wherein the sgn function discretizes the sum of regulators sij
weighted by wij

, according to:

sgnðxÞ ¼

1 if x > 0

0 if x ¼ 0

� 1 if x < 0

8
>>><

>>>:

; ð7Þ

where x is a dummy variable. As in Section 2.1.2, we can generalize the neural network scheme

to a multitemporal variant scheme as follows:

siðt þ 1Þ ¼ sgn
Xk

j¼1

wij
Bt
nij
½sij
ðtÞ�

" #

; ð8Þ

where the nodes σi now have a neuron-like regulatory function in which each regulator sij
par-

ticipates through a biased Bernoulli process. The values of the set of all weights of the network

~w ¼ fwij
g are based on biological evidence as it is shown in Section 4.4. We emphasize that

Eq 8 is applicable only to ion flux integrating nodes.

2.1.4 Ion flux dynamics with heterogeneous ion transporter: Neural network scheme

with weight variability at population level. In order to introduce variability in the total and

relative number of ion transporters, we can generate populations of networks by modifying

the set of weights ~w ¼ fwij
g of each network replicate. Every network r from the constructed

population will have a set of weights ~wr ¼ fwij
Gr

ij
ð1;DÞg, where Gr

ij
is a random number sam-

pled from a truncated Gaussian probability distribution G(1, D) with mean 1 and standard

deviation D, defined over an interval [0, 2] (see Section 4.4.1). In general, networks coming

from such a population will have a different set of weights among them. It is at this stage that

the second aforementioned stochasticity is included in the model. It acts on the values of the

weights of regulators, on the links, not on the nodes themselves. Since, as shown in the meth-

ods section, each individual weight depends on the number of the corresponding ion trans-

porter, the variability can be expressed in terms of number of ion transporters. We can extend
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this notion of variability to multitemporal-neuron-like regulatory functions Fi as follows:

sr
i ðt þ 1Þ ¼ sgn

Xk

j¼1

wij
Gr

ij
ð1;DÞBt

nij
½sij
ðtÞ�

" #

: ð9Þ

With all these extensions of the Kauffman multi-state model and McCulloch&Pitts scheme,

we have constructed a novel general updating scheme for the modeling of the early mouse

sperm capacitation.

2.1.5 Ion flux integration nodes. Starting from Eq 9 and adapting it to the particular case

of ion flux integration nodes (ICa, IH, IHCO3, ICl and INa), we introduce auxiliary variables ~I ri ,
which integrate all the fluxes j of a particular ion i for a given sperm r. Each one of these auxil-

iary variables updates depending on the state of its particular ion transporter set at time t. In

order to consider differences in operation rates among ion transporter Iij , we multiply each of

them by a random variable bt
nj

from a biased Bernoulli process with mean nij at each time step

t. Notice that this is a particular case of the scheme shown in Section 2.1.4. The parameter nij

controls the average operation rate of Iij . The resulting dynamical rule is:

~I ri ðt þ 1Þ ¼ sgn
Xk

j¼1

wij
Gr

ij
ð1;DÞbt

nij
Dmij
ðtÞ

" #

; ð10Þ

where Dmij
is an aggregate variable that contains both the electromotive force (emf) of flux j

and the gating variable (if there is any) of the corresponding transporter j. In those cases

wherein no gating variable is modulating the flux, as in cotransporters, pumps and exchangers,

we set this to 1, except for sNHE, which does have a gating variable since it is the only chimeric

exchanger with a voltage-sensing gating domain similar to ion channels [37]). Ion transporter

j will or will not contribute in the updating of ~I ri at time t + 1, depending on the random vari-

able bt
nj

, which can be either 0 or 1. Note that every spermatozoon r of the population has its

own set of regulatory functions fFr
i g for the net ion fluxes ~I ri which can differ from spermato-

zoon to spermatozoon. Also that regulator nodes Dmij
ðtÞ represent the product of the emf

associated with ion transporter j and the respective gating variable, whereas weights wij
would

be the analog of effective conductances. The product of these terms gives an ion current

expression based on Ohm’s law. Regulator nodes Dmij
ðtÞ have a state repertoire defined by

Dmij
ðtÞ 2 f� 1; 0; 1g, where -1 corresponds to an emf that generates outward ion flux, 0 corre-

sponds to null force, and 1 corresponds to an emf favoring ion influx. In Fig 3 we can see how

a change in ion concentration xi occurs through the net ion flux ~I ri described above. Weights

wij
and rates nij are reported in Section 4.4.

2.1.6 Membrane potential node. The membrane potential is a heavily linked core compo-

nent of the network that in our model can take values from {−1, 0, 1}, which correspond

respectively to hyperpolarized, resting and depolarized. For its time evolution we build a dis-

crete version of the Hodgkin&Huxley equation [38] (shown in Eq 23) through a discretizing

partition defined by Eq 25, such that the resting state is robust under small perturbations. As

with the ion flux integration nodes, V is determined by a weighted sum of multiple sources:

CatSper, Na+-channel, Slo3, Cl--channel, the cotransporter NBC, the exchanger SLC26 and

the leak current IL. The weight of the i-th contribution is given by its effective conductance.
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The last term of Eq 11 is a consequence of Kirchhoff’s law. Hence:

Vrðt þ 1Þ ¼ Y½
Xk

j¼1

zjwVj
Gr

j ð1;DÞb
t
nVj
DmjðtÞ þ VrðtÞ�; ð11Þ

where zj is the charge sign of the reference ion in the current carried by transporter j. The latter

quantity ensures that ion fluxes that are capable of modifying the membrane potential follow

the typical convention used in electrophysiology, i. e. negative ion currents correspond to the

influx of positive charges (e. g. CatSper, Na+-channel), positive currents correspond to out-

ward flux of positive charges (e. g. Slo3) or influx of negative charges (e. g. Cl--channel, NBC).

The random variable bt
nij

again is in charge of modeling different operation velocities of ion

transporters. Weights wVj
and velocities νj are reported in Section 4.4.

2.1.7 Operational definition of capacitation at the single-spermatozoon level. Most of

the capacitation relevant variables are reported as isolated measurements of either population

distributions or time series, i. e. there are very few available multivariate determinations in sin-

gle spermatozoon [21, 39, 40]. This hinders the study of what changes occur simultaneously in

a spermatozoon that reaches the capacitated state. Taking advantage of our modeling, we can

set out explorations of the joint dynamics of changes involved in the early response. For this,

we introduce an auxiliary node sJ , that integrates, at the single-cell level, the physiological

changes associated with early sperm capacitation extrapolated from what is observed in bulk-

cell measurements. For such a joint node, we consider as a hallmark for early capacitation the

coincidence over short time intervals of the following observable levels: hyperpolarized poten-

tial (state -1), high [Ca2+]i (state 1), high pHi (state 1) and high PKA activity (state 1). Though

the levels of sodium, bicarbonate and chloride are also determinant for capacitation, they are

not included in sJ due to the relative scarcity of experimental single-cell measurements.

In order to overcome the lack of sustained simultaneity in the sJ conditions of individual

sperm realizations, inherent to the stochastic nature of the network dynamics, we measure the

joint dynamics with an observation window W. Thus, for a given spermatozoon r, its joint

Fig 3. Ion flux integration scheme. Diagram of the mechanism (time line) by which ion concentration xi (bottom

line) changes via net ion flux integration ~I ri (middle line) determined by the weighted sum of all its linked

electromotive forces (top line).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245816.g003
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node sr
J ðtÞ takes the state 1 at time t if the overlapping moving average with a window W of all

its associated observables is above a threshold θ 2 [0, 1]. This means that sr
J ðtÞ becomes active

if along the preceding window W, each one of the above-mentioned variables is found in the

state required for the local hallmark defined for capacitation more than a certain fraction of

time θ. If any of the variables fails, the joint node takes the state 0. In other words, sr
J ðtÞ

depends on the smoothed out values of our four selected variables, calculated at their respec-

tive window time-averages. The joint node threshold θ 2 [0, 1] indicates what is the minimum

percentage of time that the simultaneous conditions of the model defined capacitation needs

to be fulfilled during an observation window. We define the dynamical rule of sr
J ðtÞ as fol-

lows:

sr
J ðtjW; yÞ ¼

1 if 8i 2 fV;Cai; pHi;PKAg; si 1

W

XW

t¼1

sr
i ðt � tÞ > y

0 else

8
>>><

>>>:

; ð12aÞ

si ¼
� 1 if i ¼ V

1 else

8
<

:
; ð12bÞ

where si allocates the proper sign for the selected variable i. Summing up, the joint node tells

us if, on average, the four selected variables were in their respective capacitation-associated

states for a large enough fraction of time θ in an observation window W before the time t, i. e.

at local temporal scale.

We will say that a single cell is early capacitated if the steady state time-average of sr
J is

above another threshold θc. Hence, we propose a capacitation criterion in terms of the binary

classifier Θc (Heaviside function), defined by:

sr
cap ¼ Yc

1

L � tr � 1

XL

t¼trþ1

sr
J ðtÞ

" #

; ð13aÞ

YcðxÞ ¼
1 if x � yc

0 else

8
<

:
; ð13bÞ

where sr
cap is the effective output of our capacitation model, which is a discretization of the

time average value of sr
J ðtÞ during a capacitation stimulus observation time L − tr − 1, after

discarding a transient tr required to reach steady state dynamics, where L is the total duration

of the capacitation stimulus. If sr
cap ¼ 1, then the given sperm r will be considered capacitated

by the end of the simulation. Under this operational definition, capacitation is irreversible.

2.1.8 Parameter summary. For the calibration and analysis of the dynamics of our net-

work model, we can distinguish three kinds of parameters:

• Those that affect the individual (spermatozoon) network dynamics: wij
, a weight that deter-

mines the contribution (the influence) of regulator j on node i; nij , a kinetic parameter that

sets a time scale that determines the influence rate of regulator j on node i.

• Those related to the network dynamics measurements that are instrumental for our capacita-

tion operational definition (Section 2.1.7): W, an observation window of the moving average
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that sets the smoothing level of the joint node input variables; θ, a threshold of the observable

average activity needed to turn on the joint node; θc, a threshold of the joint node average

activity needed for a sperm to be classified as capacitated.

• Those that influence the spermatozoa network population: D, the standard deviation of the

Gaussian distribution used to sample ion transporter weights.

2.2 Physiologically relevant model findings

First, we calibrate our model in order to qualitatively reproduce behaviors reported in the liter-

ature regarding electrophysiological determinations and early phosphorylation signals typi-

cally registered in sperm populations. Based on this systematic comparison, we choose the

values for the individual network dynamics parameters wij
and nij mentioned Section 2.1.8.

Since, in our work, we also look into blockage (loss-of-function mutants) by setting a mutated

node to its least active state (0) and overactivation (gain-of-function mutants) by setting it to

its most active state, we assess the compatibility between our simulations and the experimental

results in unperturbed wild-type sperm (see Section 4.4) as well as mutants, when available.

Next, we investigate values of the joint node threshold θ, activity threshold θc, observation

window W and variability D required to attain our operational definition of capacitation.

Thereafter, we examine the effect of changes in the variability, taking D as a control parameter,

on relevant variables for capacitation (Cai, pHi, V and PKA) at the population level and explore

ranges of parameter values required to reproduce the capacitation fraction reported in experi-

ments. For a given set of such parameters, we compare our simulation time averaged distribu-

tions of Cai, pHi, V and PKA, for several values of D, for capacitated sperm subpopulations in

contrast with non-capacitated subpopulations. Finally, we illustrate how the capacitation frac-

tion can be modified through perturbations in regulatory functions of the network, i. e. single

and double in silico mutants. For all numerical simulations performed in this work, we used a

population size of N = 2 × 103 sperm, since from N = 103 onward the underlying behavior of

numerical simulations does not change.

2.2.1 Model validation. To validate our model, we test the effect of external stimulation

on wild-type sperm (WT) and several loss-of-function (LOF) single mutants. Comparison of

reported experimental measurements with their respective model counterpart was performed

by means of the time series averaged over a sperm population, shown in Supplementary mate-

rial Section. Results in absence of variability in the determination of the weight sets (wij
) that

define the interactions in our network, D = 0 (S1 Fig), coincide with the variability case with

D = 0.25 (S2 Fig). A summary of the response (for both cases) under WT conditions, coming

from several stimuli (separate and joint increase in external bicarbonate and cholesterol accep-

tor) is shown in Table 1. The response with LOF cases of the select nodes under the joint stim-

ulus with variability D = 0.25 (see S3 to S7 Figs) is summarized in Table 2. All these tests

contributed to the calibration of the model parameters.

2.2.2 How ion transporter numbers in single sperm impinge on the fraction of the pop-

ulation capacitated. Variability in the number of ion transporters is a known feature [56–

58], here we explore the effect of modifying such variability on the capacitation response at the

cell population level. For this, we calculate the probability density of time-averaged variables

among those most relevant for capacitation (our selected set V, Cai, pHi and PKA) during the

capacitating stimulus for several variability distributions of weights wij
parametrized by their

standard deviation D, shown in Fig 4. Given the connection between weights and the number

of each ion transporter (Section 4.4), by modifying D, we are looking into the effect of changes
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in the variability of these numbers among sperm from the cell population modeled by a Gauss-

ian distribution (Section 2.1.5).

Notice the following from Fig 4: The membrane potential probability density (red) widens

drastically as a function of D, and becomes slightly bimodal at higher D values, showing a

minor peak in positive values (centered around 0.1). Similarly, the calcium probability density

(purple) becomes bimodal at higher D levels, with the second peak located at lower average Cai

values (centered around 0.37), however, its upper boundary does not change with function of

variability. Also, the pHi probability density (blue) widens drastically with the introduction of

variability and changes from unimodal to bimodal. In contrast, PKA probability density (yel-

low) does not seem to be affected by the introduction of variability D (Fig 4).

2.2.3 Capacitation criteria parameters that reproduce response heterogeneity. Here we

explore the dependence of the capacitation percentage in population on the parameter values

of the selected joint node time series: observation window W, capacitation time overlap θ, sig-

naling time averaged threshold θc (see Eq 12), and the population variability distribution width

D of the amount of ion transporters. The first three parameters are instrumental for the deter-

mination of our operational definition of capacitation, they are model data detection quantities

used to analyze the time-series generated by each individual sperm realization and intervene

in the capacitation selection criteria proposed in Section 2.1.7. On the other hand, D is, at

population level, the standard deviation of the probability distribution of the set of weights

~wr ¼ fwij
Gr

ij
ð1;DÞg (see Section 2.1.4), and at single cell network dynamics level it intervenes

Table 1. Summary of model validation on selected observables in wild-type networks.

Stimulus

HCO3e ✓ ✓

ChAcc ✓ ✓

O
bs
er
va
bl
es

D
s
rCai +� + +

+ [41] + [42] + [8, 22]

D
s
rNai −� − −

NE NE − [10]

D
s
rpHi +� + +

NE + [43] + [44]

D
s
rV 0 + −

0 [43] + [43] − [45, 46]

D
s
rCli 0 + +

NE NE + [9]

D
s
rPKA +� + +

NE NE + [34]

Each box contains a qualitative description of changes observed after a given stimulus (s) with respect to basal

conditions (r): Ds
rðsiÞ � s

s
i � s

r
i . In the first column, only cholesterol acceptor (ChAcc) was added. In the second

column, only bicarbonate was added. In the last column, both stimuli were added to the extracellular medium. For

each box, the upper cell corresponds to changes observed in time series averaged over a 2 × 103 simulated sperm

population (e. g. S2 Fig). Symbols −, 0 and + refer to a decrease, no apparent change and an increase, respectively. In

addition, their respective lower cells contain references for that specific measurement, or NE if there is no

experiment reported in the literature. Green indicates agreement between simulations and available experiments,

whereas white indicates no applicable comparison due to lack of empirical evidence. The superscript � refers to

transient behavior.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245816.t001
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in the definition of the individual regulatory functions (Eq 9). It is noteworthy to mention that

variability D acts as a population control parameter.

Notice from the above that our operational capacitation definition contributes to: 1) discern

stochastic fluctuations relevant to capacitation from non-relevant noise (parameters θ and W),

2) find what is the joint activity time interval of our selected variables (parameter W), 3) mea-

sure the average joint activity strength of our selected variables along observation time (param-

eter θc), and ultimately 4) allow us to discriminate between capacitated sperm and non-

capacitated sperm.

After an extensive parameter value exploration (Fig 5, S8 and S9 Figs), we often encoun-

tered that for fixed values of θ: i) as the activity threshold θc is increased the maximum reach-

able capacitation fraction decreases, as it should be expected, ii) there is global capacitation

fraction maximum within a finite restricted range of W, iii) for values of θc> 0.125, there is a

plateau of capacitation, i. e. as D increases, the capacitation fraction hits a “plateau” whose

location depends on W. The last two conclusions also indicate what should be expected from a

stochastic model. There will always be a fraction of the population that is not capacitated due

to the probabilistic nature of the model parameters.

In Fig 5, we show for θ = 0.225, variations of the capacitation fraction, as we modify D and

W for several values of θc. When the latter parameter is 0.15, the figure exhibits a passage from

non-capacitated population to capacitated, the peak of capacitation percentage is first attained

around D = 0.25 with W� 70 and a plateau sets in for higher values of D within a window

ranges size (W� 10 to W� 200), and capacitation fraction levels around 1/3, typically

reported in the literature [4]. This scenario is qualitatively retrieved in the S8 and S9 Figs for

Table 2. Summary of model validation on selected LOF mutant networks.

LOF-network variant

CatSper Slo3 Cl--channel� Na+-channel�� PKA

O
bs
er
va
bl
es

D
lof
wt Cai − 0 0 0 −

− [41] − [47] NE NE − [42, 48]

D
lof
wt Nai 0 0 + − +

NE NE NE − [10] + [10]

D
lof
wt pHi

0 0 0 0 0

NE NE − [49] NE NE

D
lof
wt V − + 0 − +

NE + [50, 51] + [9, 49] − [52] + [53, 54]

D
lof
wt Cli 0 + 0 0 0

NE NE − [9] NE − [9]

D
lof
wt PKA − 0 0 0 −

NE 0 [46] 0 [55] NE − [48]

Each cell contains qualitative comparisons of the changes in a given observable, after a capacitating stimulus (see last column in Table 1, HCOe+ChAcc), between sperm

with a given blocked node and the reference wild-type (D
lof
wt ¼ s

lof
i � s

wt
i ). For each box, the lower cell refers to experimental evidence changes, accompanied by

references (if available), and the upper cell refers to changes corresponding to time series averaged over a 2 × 103 simulated sperm population with a variability of

D = 0.25 in the distribution of ion transporters. Entries have the following meanings: NE accounts for cases where no experiment is reported in the literature for the

particular observable under the specified node blockage; −, 0 and + correspond to a decrease, no apparent change and an increase with respect to the capacitation

response in wild-type control. Colors refer to the level of agreement between experiment and simulations: full coincidence (green), insufficient sensitivity (yellow), and

no applicable comparison (white). We consider insufficient sensitivity a form of partial agreement wherein the empirical evidence does show a change after a given loss-

of-function perturbation, but the model does not display enough sensitivity (i. e. it remains in resting state) to reflect the expected change.

�The most likely candidates for Cl--channels would be CFTR and/or TMEM16A.

��The most likely candidates for Na+-channels would be ENaC and/or TRP.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245816.t002
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different sets of parameter values. By adjustment of the joint node (θ) and joint activity (θc)
thresholds, again, a well delimited region (plateau) can be achieved wherein several combina-

tions of W and D values reproduce a capacitation fraction similar to what is observed in bulk-

cell experiments (� 30%). For the remaining this paper, we will be referring to the well delim-

ited plateau region produced with parameters θ = 0.225 and θc = 0.15, from which we choose,

as representative point, the parameter combination W = 70 and D = 0.25.

The point we want to highlight is the recurrence and robustness of this phenomenology.

We have uncovered a procedure dependent on the degree of variability in the number of ion

transporters, that leads to capacitation and that can regulate its fraction in the population.

Experimental corroboration of this model scenario is essential. Furthermore, the understand-

ing of the underlying processes requires both experimental and theoretical work. On the theo-

retical side, the incorporation for the analysis of this “functional” transition, of concepts, tools

and methods for the study of physical and dynamical phase changes is enticing; on the experi-

mental side, stoichiometric considerations come to mind.

Fig 4. Effect of variability in the probability density of time-averaged selected variables from stimulated 2 × 103-sperm populations. D is the numerical value of

the standard deviation from the Gaussian distribution used to sample weight sets ~wr for each sperm r (Section 2.1.4).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245816.g004
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2.2.4 Probability distributions of time-averaged selected variables in sorted sperm sub-

populations. After classifying sperm according to the above described criteria, we character-

ize for each sperm subpopulation (non-capacitated vs. capacitated) the distributions of time-

averaged values of the selected variables: membrane potential (V, red), intracellular calcium

(Cai, purple), intracellular protons (pHi, blue) and protein kinase A activity (PKA, yellow) in

Fig 6. In agreement with the literature, for Cai, pHi and PKA distributions, a slight increment

is observed in their respective median values of capacitated sperm with respect to that of non-

capacitated sperm [22, 34, 42, 43], whereas the width of those three distributions does not

Fig 5. Capacitated fraction (CF) in sperm populations, varying three parameters: Observation window size (W, in iteration units), standard deviation of

Gaussian variability (D) and activity threshold of joint node (θc). In all heatmaps, each data point comes from 2 × 103-sperm sized populations with 2 × 104

iterations long simulations (5 × 103 iterations at resting state, 1.5 × 104 post stimulus iterations) and joint threshold θ = 0.225. The classification of capacitated vs. non-

capacitated sperm is applied on the last 104 time iterations of each individual sperm. The color bar represents the level of capacitation fraction. Note that the white zone

corresponds to a capacitation level of 30 ± 5%, which is close to the levels typically observed for in vitro capacitation in wild-type sperm. The chosen parameter set for

the rest of the analyses (D = 0.25, W = 70, θc = 0.15, θ = 0.225) is indicated with a purple filled circle.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245816.g005
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seem to change substantially. In contrast, V shows a decrease in the capacitated sperm distri-

bution median value and width with respect to non-capacitated sperm [45, 46], both lower

and upper bounds move to more negative values. There is a clearer separation between capaci-

tated and non-capacitated sperm distributions, as compared to the other three variables. In

each case, the difference between the distributions of capacitated and non-capacitated sperm is

statistically significant (p-value < 0.05). Interestingly, the introduction of variability induces

bimodality in the distributions of membrane potential, calcium and pHi (Fig 4).

Summing up, the capacitated subpopulation consists of sperm with higher hyperpolariza-

tion and moderate increases in Cai, pHi and PKA activity than in the non-capacitated subpop-

ulation. Notice that the probability densities reported in Fig 4 are compatible with the

proportions of the capacitated and the non-capacitated subpopulation in terms of the selected

variable distributions shown in Fig 6 for D = 0.25.

2.2.5 Controlling capacitation fraction levels. In order to attain some insight on the rela-

tive importance of some proteins previously reported as relevant to capacitation, we analyze

the response to changes in single and double mutants generated from a list of nodes of interest

Fig 6. Probability distributions of time-averaged variables relevant to capacitation in sperm population simulations under capacitating conditions, here shown

as normalized frequency histograms. Sperm are sorted according to the classifier defined in Eq 13 (Section 2.1.7). For each plot, the distributions of those sperm that

did not reach the capacitated state (NC) are colored in gray. The capacitated fraction of sperm populations are labeled as C. The parameters used for the classification

of sperm are: joint threshold θ = 0.225, activity threshold θc = 0.15, observation window W = 70 and variability D = 0.25. The distributions are calculated over 2 × 103-

sperm populations. Each time series is averaged over a 1.5 × 104-iteration long capacitating stimulus, after discarding a 5 × 103-iteration long resting state. In order to

compare the distributions, medians are indicated as dashed lines. These values are: V -0.040 (NC) and -0.122 (C), Cai 0.444 (NC) and 0.454 (C), pHi 0.523 (NC) and

0.538 (C), finally PKA 0.434 (NC) and 0.440 (C). In all cases, the difference between distributions was analyzed using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (p-value<0.05).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245816.g006
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(Fig 7). The analysis is constrained to the proteins that are known to be expressed more specifi-

cally in the sperm flagella (sNHE, Slo3, CatSper, PKA) and those directly modifying electro-

chemical variables related to capacitation response (Na and Cl channels). In addition to the

previously presented LOF scheme (Table 2), we explore another perturbation scheme: gain-of-

function mutants (GOF), in which the node of interest is fixed to the most active state. After a

capacitating stimulus, the resulting capacitation fraction in each mutant is depicted with a col-

ored box. As reference, a population of WT sperm (unperturbed control) reaches approxi-

mately 30% capacitation levels (green color delineates a 30 ± 5% region). The LOF-only and

GOF-only scenarios are shown in the bottom-left and upper-right triangles, respectively,

whereas mixed cases are contained in the upper-left quadrant. Notice that in the LOF-only

mutant scenarios, the predominant effect is a general decrement of capacitation levels, except

for individual ClCLOF, NaCLOF and their combinations.

In the triangle of GOF-only network variants, the predominant effect is an increase of the

capacitation levels, except for CatSperGOF, ClCGOF and NaCGOF combinations.

Fig 7. Fraction of capacitated sperm determined by the model when one or two chosen nodes are modified:

Inactivated (LOF, state fixed to 0), over-activated (GOF, state fixed to 1). Results correspond to average values of

the last 104 time steps of 1.5 × 104-iteration long simulations, performed over populations of 2 × 103 sperm, as in Fig 5.

We used an observation window of size 70, Gaussian variability with D = 0.25, joint node threshold θ = 0.225 and

activity threshold θc = 0.15. The green zone indicates capacitation levels that are within the range of those typically

observed for in vitro capacitation in wild-type sperm (30 ± 5%).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245816.g007
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The mixed LOF and GOF scenarios display a more complex pattern than the two above-

mentioned types of mutants. More specifically, this kind of scenarios allow us to assess possible

recovery or interference between nodes. For example, the model predicts that the over-activa-

tion of any of the selected nodes is not sufficient to recover from the capacitation fraction

decrease produced by the blockage of either Slo3, CatSper or PKA. On the other hand, in a

sNHELOF background, Slo3 can totally recover the capacitation response, and even surpass the

WT capacitation levels.

We remark that since the over stimulation of either Slo3 or PKA can maximize the capacita-

tion levels in most of the combinations, they are predicted to be the strongest enhancers of

capacitation. This is in agreement with the fact that they are strongly affecting membrane

potential, a variable that is markedly different between capacitated and non-capacitated sub-

populations (Fig 6).

3 Discussion

The purpose of this paper is to increase our knowledge of the early stages of murine capacita-

tion within a systems biology approach, in particular to understand and possibly regulate the

observed capacitation fraction. For this, we build a network mathematical model at the single

cell level, strongly based on experiment that can integrate the signaling processes related to

this stage of capacitation with special attention on time dependent dynamical features. With

the model, we have related the degree of heterogeneity, in population, of the sperm ion-trans-

porter distribution with the capacitation fraction. We show that the standard deviation of such

distribution is a good capacitation control parameter. Additionally, insight on physiological

interrelations is attained among the network components relevant to capacitation. In the fol-

lowing, a listing of our principal contributions is summarized and discussed.

3.1 On the model building

We construct a discrete, mostly deterministic regulatory network for early capacitation. The

topology of the network is dictated by experimental knowledge, the nodes only take discrete

values, time is discrete and the regulatory functions that dictate the dynamics are also based on

experiments. Novel propositions are considered in joint action nodes for ion fluxes and in the

inclusion for some of the interactions of stochastic features that account for the presence of

several time scales without the need of asynchronous updating, memory effects and population

heterogeneity. Input from neural-network studies has been important. To our knowledge this

is the first bottom to top capacitation model with the capability of incorporating and unravel-

ing molecular mechanisms which intervene in the definition of regulatory relations that gener-

ate a dynamics for the study of temporal behavior. Previous modeling has been undertaken,

which, with a top to bottom approach such as data-mining techniques focuses on determining

the topology of prospective networks relevant to capacitation [59–63].

3.2 On the operational definition of capacitation

The definition of a capacitated “state” within our modeling scheme, is crucial for our study.

Keeping this in mind, we proposed that the convergence of certain levels of short-range tem-

poral averages of the set of selected nodes: PKA, Cai, Nai, pHi and V provides a good working

definition. We are aware that as capacitation is a broad complex process, recall that here we

have only addressed the early stages.
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3.3 On the connection between sperm heterogeneous capacitation response

and the variability in population of the number of each flagellar ion

transporters

A probability distribution of the amount of ion transporters in flagella is to be expected. Our

contribution here is to show that within the model framework, changes in the standard devi-

ation D (variability) of that distribution lead to modifications in the capacitation percentage.

An extensive parameter exploration showed that this finding is recurrent and robust, and

can be attained for different parameter sets. As an example, we consider the case of a param-

eter set for which the standard deviation D = 0.25 leads to about a third of capacitated sperm

population. It is worth pointing out that under these conditions, results with the value

D = 0.25 are consistent with the distributions of protein expression determined experimen-

tally for other cells [19, 20]. At this value of D, the time averaged distributions of Cai, pHi

and PKA favor higher values for capacitated sperm with respect to the non-capacitated pop-

ulation, whilst sperm membrane potential attains negative hyperpolarized values (Section

2.2.4), as physiologically expected. The characterization of this passage from a non-capaci-

tated state to a capacitated state in terms of a variability control parameter is our principal

result.

It is worth emphasizing that D allows for variations in the number and relation among

ionic transporters which results, for a particular cell, in a combination of Cai, pHi and V that

dictates the activities of key capacitation enzymes such as PKA, determining if it reaches this

maturational state.

An in-depth analysis of the passage between different functional phases or states (i.e, non-

capacitated/capacitated), with insight from other phase changes encountered in physics and

nonlinear dynamics, might well contribute to a better comprehension of the observed capaci-

tation fraction. Within our modelling, D acts as a capacitation control parameter. Experimen-

tal validation of our model predictions is warranted. Results consistent with variations in the

number of ion transporters modifying their relations leading to distinct [Ca2+]i, pHi and V lev-

els, and therefore functional capacities have been reported [21–23]. Also in this direction,

recent findings suggest that proteolytic and biochemical processing of key proteins such Cat-

Sper 1, a subunit of CatSper, may contribute to explain why only few mammalian sperm out of

millions reach the fertilization site. This multisubunit channel, which is exclusive to sperm, in

addition organizes [Ca2+]i signaling nanodomains constituted by large protein complexes that

are essential for sperm migration in the female tract. The orchestrated functioning of these

complexes could filter out which sperm end up capacitated and able to travel and fertilize the

egg [14, 15]. Therefore, observations documenting varying ionic transport component rela-

tions, as indicated in our modeling, may contribute to explain what selected characteristics

allow sperm to complete their journey through the female reproductive tract and succeed in

fertilizing the egg.

3.4 On bimodal distributions

Notably, the variability introduced by the parameter D induces a bimodal shape in the distri-

butions of time-averaged values of V, Cai and pHi as displayed in Figs 4 and 6. The bimodality

is consistent with experimental observations reported in the literature, showing that only a

fraction of sperm display hyperpolarization [23, 46] and Cai increase [22] during capacitation.

This suggests that there is a relationship between the bimodal response and the heterogeneity

in the number of ionic transporters. However, further efforts should be made to clarify this

relationship.
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3.5 On model experimental validations

To our knowledge, this is the first dynamical model of the mammalian capacitation that repro-

duces experiments such as those reported in (Tables 1 and 2). More specifically, it recovers

80% of the selected set of results available to date (green cells), where the remaining 20% is not

in contradiction with the model (yellow cells). We cannot discard the possibility of missing

components and mechanisms yet to be characterized by the field, e.g. ion channels like

TMEM16A [64] and TRPs [65], which might complement the regulatory rules of our model

and could help to increase agreement with experiments.

3.6 On other model predictions

A result worth highlighting is the single and double mutant analysis (Fig 7), which gives an

insight on how the capacitation fraction levels can also be controlled through modification of

specific nodes from the capacitation signaling network. Besides, it also exhibits hierarchies

amongst key nodes. Some cases of interest are extreme scenarios wherein the capacitation frac-

tion either reaches levels of almost 100% or is abolished.

We draw special attention to the Slo3 gain of function case for which the model anticipates

almost complete capacitation, and also to a noticeable capacitation increase with PKA gain of

function. The model suggests that stimulating these network nodes could lead to the design of

experiments that would help in the study of assisted fertility.

An intriguing finding is that the model variant with CatSperGOF (Fig 7) predicts that capaci-

tation levels are decreased with respect to the wild-type, furthermore a similar behavior is

encountered in the CatSperLOF counterpart. It is known that basal levels of intracellular cal-

cium regulate the phosphorylation of several protein in the sperm flagella, however excessive

intracellular calcium levels render the sperm flagella immotile [66]. In our simulations, we

observe a decrease of capacitation fraction after sustained, high calcium levels (e.g. those pro-

duced by the overactive CatSperGOF mutant), which suggests that extrusion mechanisms are

important for the typical capacitation fractions. On the other hand, another important conse-

quence of CatSper’s sustained activity would be an increase in the depolarizing ion current

that in turn would counteract the typical hyperpolarization response. This might explain the

lower capacitation levels in our CatSperGOF mutant simulations.

Our model also predicts that the blockage of chloride channels leads to an increase of

capacitation response and vice versa, overactivation of chloride channels decreases capacita-

tion response. The former trend is opposite to previous experiments in which, after a treat-

ment with the general Cl-channel blocker DPC, a decrease of both hyperpolarization and AR

of mouse sperm responses, and hence capacitation levels, were reported [9]. However, given

the high inhibitor doses used in that study, and the low specificity of DPC, such contradiction

has yet to be evaluated by the use of more specific drugs. Even though later works that used a

CFTR specific inhibitor (inh-172) confirmed the hyperpolarization reduction reported with

DPC [67], its ultimate effect on the whole capacitation process (e.g. by testing AR) remains to

be characterized. In the regulation of intracellular chloride, many ion transporters participate

forming intricate feedback loops. A plausible explanation of our model results is that CFTR

and/or TMEM16A channels could be partially open in order to counter the charge generated

by the electrogenic cotransporters of the WT sperm flagella. Inhibiting the intracellular chlo-

ride outward flux would contribute to a negative charge accumulation in the flagella hamper-

ing other required ion fluxes and leading to a more hyperpolarized membrane potential and

increasing the capacitation fraction predicted by the model (and vice versa). Overall, the

above might be indicative of the need of an additional Cl-related mechanism yet to be

characterized.
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3.7 On the discrete dynamical network formalism

Determinism and discrete updating of the nodes of a network model like ours pose important

limitations. Determinism leaves no room to take into account the random variation observed

in many biological systems. Additionally, the discretization of the network variables imposes

limits to address some of the questions presented in this work in a quantitative way more

appropriate for comparison with experiment. However, to develop a more descriptive continu-

ous formulation requires specific knowledge of many reaction constants and parameters that

are difficult to obtain experimentally, and numerical solutions are intricate. A discrete deter-

ministic dynamics allows us to focus on capturing the main characteristics of the molecular

mechanism involved in mouse sperm capacitation, a complex event involving many different

molecules and interactions among them, rather than in the details of its kinetics. This

approach has been successfully used in many other biological systems reported in the literature

[25–29]. As stated before, our model is capable of qualitatively reproducing the majority of

experimental results presented in Tables 1 and 2. This provides more confidence in the capa-

bility of the discrete dynamical networks to capture and reproduce the main events involved in

capacitation as well as its capability to make predictions. Despite the fact that in this work the

approximation of DDN has been expanded by implementing different time scales through sto-

chastic updating and variability in the number of ion transporters in the network population,

further efforts can be made to incorporate novel biological information into the development

of a more quantitative dynamic that takes into account other types of stochasticity and more

realistic continuous variables.

While emphasis is placed on the importance of capacitation regulation due to the variability

in the number of ion transporters, it is also worth to highlight that the model is able to incor-

porate changes to multiple nodes within the system and to assess whether these changes result

in increases in capacitation fraction or decreases, thus allowing for a better exploration of over-

sized additive or multiplicative effects of components versus cancellation.

As a final remark we would like to point out that the findings, conclusions and predictions

of this study reflect a systemic, integrated analysis based on experimental information

available.

4 Methods

In this subsection, we describe the building methods for regulatory functions of: ion concen-

trations, ion transport, emf nodes, auxiliary nodes and early phosphorylation, among others.

We give a table with all initial conditions used in our simulations. Also, particular cases of ion

flux nodes with modifiers are explained.

Due to the discrete formalism, we employ a discretization of Ohm’s law, Nernst potential

and electrochemical potential equations in order to calculate the regulatory functions accord-

ing to physiological conditions.

For the specific cases of nodes related to ion transport, in Sections 4.2.2 to 4.2.4, we describe

in detail the known mathematical models we used to derive the discretized versions of the gat-

ing probabilities and electrochemical energy gradients for our DDN. In short, to model the

discrete dynamics of ion transport, we first compute discretized versions of electrochemical

gradients using models based on equilibrium potential equations (Eqs 14 to 22), which have

ion concentration and membrane potential levels as inputs. The correspondence between the

DDN’s discrete states and the physiological quantities, given in real units, is condensed in

Table 4. In addition, for those fluxes that are gated via ion channels, their corresponding open

channel probabilities are computed and discretized as well. Then, we plug such gradients and
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probabilities into their respective ion current models, which are necessary to update the status

of the ion flux integration (Eq 10) and membrane potential (Eq 11) nodes.

All parameters are reported in Tables 2–4.

4.1 Initial conditions settings

Table 3 shows the discrete numerical values used in all our simulation as initial conditions.

4.2 Ad hoc regulatory functions

4.2.1 Intracellular and extracellular ion concentration nodes. Ion concentration nodes

only consider two states: low concentration (state 0) and high concentration (state 1). Also,

they have two regulators: the total flux of their corresponding ion and the intracellular concen-

tration itself. Depending on the direction of the flux and intracellular concentration, there may

be an increase, no change or a decrease in the concentration. For intracellular pH, sodium and

bicarbonate, there is an extra regulatory node related to basal state recovery. Table 4 summa-

rizes numeric values of voltage, extracellular and intracellular concentrations, used for the cal-

culation of ion transporter flux direction and magnitude.

4.2.2 Gating nodes for ion channels. 4.2.2.1 CatSper For the modeling of CatSper gating,

we considered four regulators: voltage, intracellular calcium, pHi and PKA. The following

equations determine the effect of the first three regulators, as in [69]:

PVðV; pHiÞ ¼
1

1þ e
VpH ðpHiÞ� V

K

; ð14aÞ

VpHðpHiÞ ¼ A
KnH

pH

pHnH
i þ KnH

pH
þ B; ð14bÞ

PCaðCaiÞ ¼
KnCa

Ca

CanCa
i þ KnCa

Ca
; ð14cÞ

where PV is the opening probability of CatSper channels by influence of membrane potential

and protons. Eq 4a is a function used to model the sigmoid (conductance vs potential) G/V

curve, as reported in [70]. Eq 14b (VpH) models the pHi-dependent shift of the half-activation

voltage of Eq 14a. PCa is the opening probability of CatSper channels by influence of calcium,

where KpH and KCa are empirical fitted parameters. Also, nCa and npH are cooperativity coeffi-

cients of calcium and pHi, respectively. Finally, we multiply Eq 14a and 14c in order to obtain

the opening probability of CatSper channels, PCatSper, by influence of the first three regulators.

We discretize this final probability by a threshold value max(PV PCa)/2, where function max
reaches the greatest possible value for the given regulator combination. We associate the state

0 (basal gating) to probabilities below this threshold value and state 1 (more permeable gating)

to probabilities above of this threshold value. The only action of PKA in the gating consists in

shifting the permeability to state 1 in spite of resting pHi and resting membrane potential.

Table 5 contains a summary of numerical values used in the gating equations.

4.2.2.2 Na+-channel. The sodium conductance increases (state 1) with respect to basal levels

(state 0) when its only regulator ClC is closed (state 0).

4.2.2.3 Cl--channel. The chloride conductance increases (state 1) with respect to basal levels

(state 0) when its only regulator PKA is active (state 1).

4.2.2.4 Slo3. In order to choose whether the node will change from basal level (state 0) to a

more permeable state (state 1), we used the gating equation of the supplementary material in
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Table 3. Summary of initial conditions used for all simulations, emf corresponds to electromotive force.

Node Name Value

ΔμNCX Sodium/Calcium exchanger emf 0

ΔμPMCA Calcium pump emf from principal piece of flagellum 0

ΔμCatSper CatSper emf 0

Cai Intracellular calcium 0

Cae Extracellular calcium 1

Nai Intracellular sodium 1

Nae Extracellular sodium 1

pHi Intracellular pH 0

pHe Extracellular pH 1

V Membrane potential 0

CatSper CatSper gating 0

ICa Calcium current 0

IH Proton current 0

cAMP Cyclic adenosine monophosphate 0

IP3 Inositol trisphosphate 0

ΔμSPCA Calcium pump from calcium reservoirs emf 0

ΔμIP3R IP3 channel emf 0

Slo3 Slo3 gating 0

Ke Extracellular potassium 0

ΔμKSper Slo3 emf 0

NaC NaC gating 0

ClC ClC gating 0

ΔμNaC NaC emf 0

ΔμSLC26 Electrogenic chloride/bicarbonate exchanger emf 0

ΔμClC ClC emf 0

Cli Intracellular chloride 0

Cle Extracellular chloride 1

HCO3i Intracellular bicarbonate 0

HCO3e Extracellular bicarbonate 0

sAC Soluble adenylate cyclase 0

PDE General phosphodiesterases 0

PKA Protein kinase A 0

INa Sodium current 0

ΔμNBC Cotransporter sodium/bicarbonate emf 0

sNHE Sodium/proton exchanger 0

ΔμsNHE Sodium/proton exchanger emf 0

ΔμSLCAE Electroneutral chloride/bicarbonate exchanger emf 0

IHCO3 Bicarbonate current 0

ICl Chloride current 0

ChAcc Cholesterol acceptor 0

ΔμpHR pH recovery emf 0

ΔμNaR Sodium recovery emf 0

ΔμHCO3R Bicarbonate recovery emf 0

ΔμLeak Leak current emf 0

sJ Joint node 0

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245816.t003
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[71] with the respective numerical constants. The discretization was done under the same cri-

teria mentioned previously in the case of CatSper. Under depolarized potential and high pHi,

Slo3 takes the state 1 if ChAcc or PKA or both are in state 1. Under high pHi, if PKA and

ChAcc are both in state 1, Slo3 can take the state 1 even in resting potential. If any of the above

mentioned conditions is not fulfilled, then the conductance will return to its basal value 0.

4.2.3 Current nodes of ion channels. 4.2.3.1 CatSper current. The magnitude and direc-

tion for this Ca2+ flux was estimated only considering the calcium gradient by means of the

Nernst potential and Ohm’s equation as follows:

ECatSperðCae;CaiÞ ¼
RT
2F

ln
Cae
Cai

� �

; ð15aÞ

DmCatSper ¼ V � ECatSper; ð15bÞ

ICatSperðPCatSper;V;ECatSperÞ ¼ PCatSperNCatSpergCatSperDmCatSper; ð15cÞ

Table 4. Summary of numerical values of extracellular, intracellular ion concentrations and voltage used in calculations.

Node State −1 State 0 State 1 Units Reference

Cae NA 0.01 2 mM [8]

pHe NA 6.8 7.2 NA [4]

ChAcc NA Absence Presence NA [24]

Nae NA 0.01 130 mM [10]

HCO3e NA 0.01 25 mM [43]

Cle NA 0.01 130 mM [9]

Ke NA 0.01 5 mM [4]

Cai NA 0.1 0.25 μM [8]

pHi NA 6.5 6.8 NA [44]

Nai
� NA 10 14 mM [10]

HCO3i
�� NA 5 15 mM [43]

Cli NA 30 40 mM [9]

Ki NA 0.01 90 mM [45]

V −60 −40 −20 mV [68]

(�) This value is an approximate extrapolation from [10].

(��) These values are a work hypothesis.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245816.t004

Table 5. Numerical values of the constants used in CatSper gating equations.

Constant Numerical value

K 30 mV

KCa 0.5 μM

nCa 2

A 79.7 mV

KpH 6.81

nH 35.52

B 8.35 mV

Extracted from [69]

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245816.t005
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where R is the Molar gas constant, T is the temperature, F is the Faraday constant, and the 2

multiplying F in the denominator stands for the charge number of calcium ions, PCatSper is the

output value of the gating node of CatSper, defined in Section 4.2.2, NCatSper is the number of

channels and gCatSper is the CatSper unitary conductance. According to the combination of its

regulator states (Cae, Cai, PCatSper, V) based on Eq 15a to 15c, we determined if the CatSper

current, ICatSper node will have an outward calcium current (ICatSper = -1), a null current

(ICatSper = 0) or an inward calcium current (ICatSper = 1). Table 6 shows the numerical values of

constants used in Eq 15 through Eq 18.

4.2.3.2 Na+-channel current. To estimate the magnitude and direction of this ion flux, we

considered the sodium gradient and we used the Na+ Nernst potential and the Ohm equation

as follows:

ENaCðNae;NaiÞ ¼
RT
F

ln
Nae
Nai

� �

; ð16aÞ

DmNaC ¼ V � ENaC; ð16bÞ

INaCðPNaC;V;ENaCÞ ¼ PNaCNNaCgNaCDmNaC; ð16cÞ

where PNaC is the Na-channel gating node output value, NNaC is the number of Na channels

and gNaC is the unitary conductance of Na channels. According to the combination of regula-

tor states (Nae, Nai, PNaC, V) we decided with the help of Eq 16a to 16c if the Na-channel

Table 6. Summary of the parameters used in current and energy equations of this section.

Parameter Numerical value Parametrization considerations

PKNa 5 [72].

PSlo3
� 0.0035 After plugging maximal V and pHi values (Table 4) into model from [71].

NSlo3 787 After fitting model from [71] to data from Fig 3c in [73].

gSlo3 90 [74].

PClC
� 1

NClC 10

gClC 8 Considering CFTR conductance [75].

PHCO3Cl 0.48 [76].

PNaC
� 1

NNaC 10

gNaC 5 Considering ENaC conductance [77].

PCatSper
� 0.087 After plugging maximal V, maximal pHi and minimal Cai values (Table 4) into Eq

14.

NCatSper 1026 After fitting model from [69] to data from [70] (Fig 4b and 4c).

gCatSper 0.5 Assuming a low, sub-picosiemen Ca2+ conductance.

nNBC 3 3 HCO3
- in exchange for 1 Na+ [43, 78].

nSLC26 2 2 Cl- in exchange for 1 HCO3
- [67].

T 310.5 Body temperature in mice.

(�) The values reported for these quantities, which portray the fraction of ion channels in open state, correspond to

the state 1 in their discrete node counterpart. For NClC and NNaC, their ion number values are a working hypothesis

after taking into account that Slo3 and CatSper currents are dominant and other fluxes are of around one order of

magnitude lower [74].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245816.t006
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current will have an outward sodium current (state -1), a null current (state 0) or an inward

sodium current (state 1) in the same way as in the previous case of CatSper current.

4.2.3.3 Cl--channel current. In order to obtain some notion of magnitude and direction of

this ion flux, we considered a chloride/bicarbonate mixed current as in CFTR channel, and we

used the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz (GHK) voltage equation and the Ohm equation as follows:

EClCðHCO3e;Cle;HCO3i;CliÞ ¼
RT
F

ln
PHCO3ClHCO3i þ Cli
PHCO3ClHCO3e þ Cle

� �

; ð17aÞ

DmClC ¼ V � EClC; ð17bÞ

IClCðPClC;V;EClCÞ ¼ PClCNClCgClCDmClC; ð17cÞ

where PClC is the Cl-channel gating node output value, NClC is the number of Cl channels and

gClC is the unitary conductance of Cl channels, PHCO3Cl is the relative permeability HCO3 to

Cl. According to the combination of regulatory states (HCO3e, Cle, HCO3i, Cli, PClC, V), based

on Eq 17a to 17c, we determined if current of ClC will have an outward chloride/bicarbonate

current (state -1), a null current (state 0) or an inward chloride/bicarbonate current (state 1) in

the same way as in the previous case of CatSper current.

4.2.3.4 KSper. It is known that Slo3 is mainly responsible for the sperm potassium current

named KSper [73]. However, unlike Slo1 channels, Slo3 selectivity for potassium is weak,

given by a K+ to Na+ relative permeability of * 5, this measured in heterologously expressed

channels [72], which would result in a reversal potential close to the resting potential. Even

though it has been reported that the blockage or deletion of Slo3 abolishes the typically

observed hyperpolarization in capacitated sperm [50, 51], the opening of a channel with those

characteristics would never be able to generate hyperpolarizing currents. To overcome this

apparent contradiction, we decided to model this current as a purely K+-current from possible

additional K+ channels downstream of Slo3 activity and with higher selectivity. In order to

obtain some notion of magnitude and direction for this current, we considered a potassium

flux according to the K+ Nernst potential and Ohm equation as follows:

EKSperðKe;KiÞ ¼
RT
F

ln
Ke

Ki

� �

; ð18aÞ

DmKSper ¼ V � EKSper; ð18bÞ

IKSper ¼ PSlo3NSlo3gSlo3DmKSper; ð18cÞ

where PSlo3 is the Slo3 gating node output value, NSlo3 is the number of Slo3 channels and gSlo3

is the unitary conductance of Slo3 channels. Taking into account the combination of regulator

states (Ke, Ki, PSlo3, V), for the KSper electromotive force we discretized Eq 18b. The state of

this node will be -1 if the gradient generates inward flux, 0 when there is no net flux, and 1 if

the gradient causes outward flux.

Since the expected concentration changes of Ki due to ion channels opening, typically

observed in excitable cells, are negligible (<10% of the intracellular potassium concentration)

[79], we took Ki as a constant during all the simulations. Note that Ki is not shown in Fig 2 and

Table 4 because those only include nodes that vary with time.

4.2.4 Cotransporter and exchanger nodes. 4.2.4.1 Electrogenic sodium/calcium
exchanger. For the flux direction of sodium/calcium exchanger (NCX), we used an equation

from appendix in [8] with the respective reported constants. We chose the state -1 for outward
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flux of sodium and influx of calcium, state 0 for null flux, state 1 for influx of sodium and out-

ward flux of calcium.

4.2.4.2 Electroneutral sodium/proton exchanger. Estimation of the flux direction of the

sperm-specific electroneutral sodium/proton exchanger (sNHE) was performed following

energetic consideration for determining the most probable state of sNHE according to the reg-

ulator chemical gradients as follows:

DGNHE ¼ DmNa � DmH ¼ RT ln
Nai
Nae

� �

� RT ln
Hi

He

� �

; ð19Þ

where Hi and He (intra- and extracellular proton concentrations) are calculated as 10� pHi and

10� pHe , respectively. We assigned state -1 to the sodium outward flux coupled with protons

influx, state 0 for null flux, state 1 for sodium influx coupled with protons outward flux. This

node has a gating regulator that depends on voltage and cAMP. If the cytosolic cAMP concen-

tration increases and the voltage is hyperpolarized then the flux is enhanced. If only one of the

two regulators is present in the right state, the flux is permitted. If none of these regulators are

in the right state, the flux is forbidden.

4.2.4.3 Electrogenic sodium/bicarbonate cotransporter. We calculated the flux direction of

sodium/ bicarbonate cotransporter (NBC), by means of the reversal potential and the follow-

ing energetic consideration for determining the most probable state of NBC according to the

regulator gradients and membrane potential:

ENBC ¼
RT

ðnNBC � 1ÞF
ln

NaiHCOnNBC
3i

NaeHCOnNBC
3e

� �

; ð20aÞ

DmNBC ¼ V � ENBC: ð20bÞ

We assigned the state -1 to outward flux, state 0 for null flux and state 1 for influx of sodium

and bicarbonate. The sodium/bicarbonate stoichiometry per individual transport event by this

cotransporter, nNBC, is reported in Table 6.

4.2.4.4 Electroneutral chloride/bicarbonate exchanger. In order to obtain the ion flux

direction of Cl� =HCO�
3

electroneutral exchanger (SLCAE), we used the following energetic

consideration for determining the most probable state of SLCAE according to the regulator

gradients:

DGAE ¼ DmHCO3 � DmCl ¼ RT ln
HCO3i

HCO3e

� �

� RT ln
Cli
Cle

� �

: ð21Þ

We assigned the state -1 to influx of chloride and efflux of bicarbonate, state 0 for null flux,

state 1 for efflux of chloride and influx of bicarbonate.

4.2.4.5 Electrogenic chloride/bicarbonate exchanger. The flux direction of electrogenic

Cl� =HCO�
3

exchanger (SLC26A3) was estimated using the following energetic consideration

for determining the most probable state of SLC26 according to the regulator gradients and

membrane potential:

DmSLC26 ¼ nSLC26ECl � EHCO3 � ðnSLC26 � 1ÞV

¼ nSLC26

RT
F

ln
Cli
Cle

� �

�
RT
F

ln
HCO3i

HCO3e

� �

� ðnSLC26 � 1ÞV
: ð22Þ
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We assigned state -1 to influx of chloride coupled with extrusion of bicarbonate, state 0 for

null flux, state 1 for extrusion of chloride coupled with influx of bicarbonate. The chloride to

bicarbonate stoichiometry of this exchanger, nSLC26, is reported in Table 6.

4.2.5 Early phosphorylation nodes. The soluble adenylate cyclase (sAC) only has two

regulators: intracellular calcium (Cai) and intracellular bicarbonate (HCO3i). The sAC will

activate (state 1) if Cai or HCO3i is in high concentration in the cytosol (state 1), otherwise it

will inactivate (state 0).

Phosphodiesterase (PDE) will increase its activity from basal (state 0) to high (state 1) if

there is adenosine monophosphate in cytosol (state 1).

Cyclic Adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) has three regulators: itself, sAC and PDE. The

cAMP will remain in its previous state if both sAC and PDE remain inactive. There will be pro-

duction of cAMP (state 1) as long as sAC is activated (state 1). There will be a decrease of

cAMP (state 0) only when PDE is activated (state 1). There will be a decrease of cAMP (state 0)

if PDE and sAC are both activated (state 1).

Protein kinase A (PKA) will remain activate (state 1) while there is cAMP in the cytosol

(state 1) otherwise PKA will remain inactivated (state 0).

4.2.6 Auxiliary recovery nodes. When the recovery nodes of (ΔμpHR, ΔμNaR and

ΔμHCO3R) turn on, they set their respective ion concentration (pHi, Nai and HCO3i) from the

high (state 1) to their resting levels.

The leak current node (IL) is a nonspecific counterbalance mechanism to voltage changes, i.

e. it tends to depolarize if V is hyperpolarized (state -1) and to hyperpolarize if V is depolarized

(state 1), leading in both cases to resting values.

4.2.7 Miscellany of nodes. The inositol trisphosphate (IP3) node will increase its concen-

tration in cytosol (state 1), provided that both Cai and cAMP remain high (state 1). We discre-

tized the continuous model proposed by [80], in which it is argued that IP3 is synthesized near

the midpiece through a PLC isoform and can be regulated by calcium and cAMP.

IP3 sensitive calcium channels from calcium reservoirs (IP3R) node will promote a calcium

current into the cytosol (state 1) as long as IP3 remains high (state 1) and Cai remains low

(state 0) in the cytosol.

Calcium pump from calcium reservoirs (SPCA) node will be activated (state 1) if there is a

high intracellular calcium (state 1), promoting a calcium current from the cytosol to the inte-

rior of calcium reservoirs.

Calcium pump from the main piece of flagellum (PMCA) node will be activated (state 1)

whenever intracellular calcium concentration increases (state 1), promoting a current from

the cytosol to the outside of the cell [8].

4.3 Thresholds of membrane potential node

Eq 11 was deduced from a discrete version of Hodgkin-Huxley equation:

dV
dt
¼ �

1

Cm

Xk

j

~I jðtÞ; ð23Þ

where Cm is the flagellum capacitance of the sperm and ~I jðtÞ is the flux of ion transporter j at

time t. In general, the weighted sum in Eq 11 can take values from the interval x 2 (lo, lm)
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which can be partitioned into pj = (lj−1, lj) and discretized as follows:

YðxÞ ¼

em if x 2 pm

:

:

:

e1 if x 2 p1

8
>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>:

; ð24Þ

where x is a dummy variable, lj 2 (lo, lm), j 2 (1, . . ., m) with m number of states that mem-

brane potential can take, lo and lm are the minimum and maximum values the weighted sum

can take respectively. In particular, for the case of the membrane potential in Eq 11, the func-

tion Θ discretizes ad hoc the output of the weighted sum as follows:

YðxÞ ¼

1 if 3 < x

0 if � 2 � x � 3

� 1 if x < � 2

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

; ð25Þ

where x is the sum of the fluxes and the state of membrane potential at a previous time-step, as

in Eq 11, whereas the outputs are: state 1 (depolarized), state 0 (resting) and state -1 (hyperpo-

larized). The numerical values used to demarcate each discrete state were manually adjusted to

set the membrane potential state at rest when all its corresponding regulator nodes are at rest-

ing state as well.

4.4 Ion transporter weights for ion flux integration and voltage regulators

Ion flux integration nodes play a fundamental role in the network dynamics. In order to pon-

der the importance of the different ion transporters contributing to an integration node, we

determine the weight of each one of them. Given an integrator i, we label the j transporter

weight associated to it by wij
(Eq 10).

Keeping in mind Eqs 15c, 16c, 17c and 18c, we look into total conductances ηj = Njgj, evalu-

ated from the average number of ion transporters Nj and unitary conductances gj (both sum-

marized in Table 6), and we define wij
as follows:

wij
�

PjZj

Pjimax
Zjimax

¼
PjNjgj

Pjimax
Njimax

gjimax

; ð26Þ

where, for a given ion channel j, Pj is its gating probability, wij
2 R and quantities with subin-

dex imax label the ion channel having the highest total conductance in the flux i; the latter are

rescaling factors for the subset of transporters participating in the corresponding ion flux inte-

gration node, hence wij
� 1. For the above determinations, when available, we used data from

patch-clamp measurements reported in the literature to estimate Nj, and we assumed such

quantities to be representative of sperm populations.

Using as reference the maximal values for the main Ca2+ fluxes of the sperm flagellum,

namely, CatSper (calculated from [69] and Eq 15c), NCX and PMCA (calculated using [8]

model), we distinguish three different levels, which are approximately interrelated by factors

of 2. Within our coarse grained approach, we have preserved these ratios and implemented in
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general the assignment of: 1 to the lower currents, 2 to intermediate ones and 4 to higher

currents.

Under these assumptions, based on experimental knowledge and the calibration underlying

the results of Tables 1 and 2, we assign the flux weights wij
according to Table 7.

In Eq 11, there is a term related to the leak current, for which we associate a weight wL = 1.

This parameter was adjusted to set the resting potential.

4.4.1 Variability in the amount of ion transporters. In order to introduce variability in

the amount of ion transporters present in the sperm populations, we multiply each of the wij

by a random variable that samples a normal distribution with average 1 and deviation D. This

distribution was truncated over the interval Gr
ij
ð1;DÞ 2 ½0; 2� because negative conductances

have no meaning in our modelling; furthermore, given that the center of the distribution is 1,

in order to avoid any sampling bias while keeping symmetry, we fixed the interval up to 2.

Thus, a random set of weights fwij
Gr

ij
ð1;DÞg is assigned to each single sperm r at the beginning

of the simulations. Note that the probabilistic element here introduced acts directly on net-

work links through the stochastic modulation of the integrator weights, furthermore, the dis-

tribution of the numbers of ionic transporters per cell in a sperm population, considered in

our model by means of Eq 26, is experimentally challenging to determine.

4.4.2 Ion transporter operation rates. We consider differences in operation rates of vari-

ous ion transporters, by using a random variable bt
nij
2 f0; 1g, introduced in Section 2.1.2, that

samples a biased Bernoulli distribution at each iteration t, where nij is the distribution mean. If

bt
nij
¼ 1, the ion transporter ij will participate in the weighted sum of its respective ion flux out-

put value at time t, otherwise, it will not participate. The participation probability given by the

average of the biased Bernoulli distribution nij of each ion transporter ij is related to an opera-

tion velocity vij as follows:

nij ¼ 0:25vij ; with vij 2 1;
1

2
;
1

4
;
1

5
;
1

8
;
1

9

� �

: ð27Þ

In our simulations, the constant 0.25 is a free parameter that changes the time-scale of the

dynamics, modifying the length of the transients but leaving steady state values (which are our

main concern) unaltered. If the value of the constant increases, the length of the transient

decreases, while if it decreases we observe the converse. During the validation process, we

found the value 0.25 is appropriate for the model calibration. For example, if in S2 Fig we had

chosen a constant value of 1, the transient kinetics would have been so fast that they would

approach a step function, making calibration difficult. The kinetic parameters vij influence the

flux given by the total number of each type of ion transporter in the flagellum. Unlike weight

parameters, due to the scarcity of their numerical values in the scientific literature, we have

opted for an educated guess approach, taking into account the compatibility of our simulations

with reported experiments. Within our manual adjustment, we assigned vij ¼ 1 to the fast ion

channels and used this as a reference value to express other velocities in relative terms, namely,

vij ¼ 1=2 corresponds to exchangers and co-transporters; vij ¼ 1=4, to flagella calcium pumps;

vij ¼ 1=5, to phosphorylation regulator nodes; vij ¼ 1=8, to calcium diffusion from RNE to the

principal piece (calcium pumps from the principal piece); and vij ¼ 1=9, to ChAcc regulator

node.
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4.5 Ion flux transporter modifiers

It is known that there are agonists and antagonists of the ion transporters involved in capacita-

tion, and that they are modulated during this maturation process. To account for ion flux

modulators, such as cholesterol acceptors (serum albumin), PKA-dependent phosphorylation

and protein-protein interactions, we introduce functions that modify some of the interaction

weights related to ion transporter nodes. This has the effect of changing the flux magnitude of

the corresponding ion transporter by multiplying it by a factor.

4.5.1 Chloride fluxes. We determine the chloride flux integrator node ~ICl regulation with:

~I rClðt þ 1Þ ¼ sgn½QtðsChAccÞbt
nIClClC

wIClClC
Gr

ClCð1;DÞDmClCðtÞ

� 2PtðsClC; sChAcc; sPKAÞbt
nIClSLC26

wIClSLC26
Gr

SLC26
ð1;DÞDmSLC26ðtÞ

� QtðsChAccÞbt
nIClSLCAE

wIClSLCAE
Gr

SLCAEð1;DÞDmSLCAEðtÞ�;

ð28Þ

where the chloride transporter modifier functions Pt and Qt are defined as follows:

Pt ¼

4 if sClC ^ sPKA ^ sChAcc ¼ 1

2 if sClC ^ sPKA ^ :sChAcc ¼ 1

1 else

8
>>><

>>>:

; ð29Þ

Qt ¼

(
4 if sChAcc ¼ 1

1 else
: ð30Þ

The signs preceding the terms related to the bicarbonate/chloride exchangers reflect the

stoichiometries of their corresponding ion transport events, e. g. the electroneutral exchanger

SLCAE allows the exit of 1 Cl- ion coupled to the entry of 1 HCO3
- ion. Based on experiments

reported in [43], the functions Pt and Qt model the potentiating role of cholesterol removal on

membrane potential hyperpolarization by ion transporters. Unlike Qt, Pt considers an inter-

mediate activation state, 2, that depends solely on PKA and ClC; in this kind of regulation, we

model the potentiation that results from the interaction between PKA-dependent phosphory-

lated forms of both SLC26 and CFTR [67].

4.5.2 Bicarbonate fluxes. We determine the bicarbonate flux integrator node ~IHCO3 regu-

lation:

~I rHCO3
ðt þ 1Þ ¼ sgn½QtðsChAccÞbt

nICl
wICl

Gr
Clð1;DÞDmClCðtÞ

þPtðsClC; sChAcc; sPKAÞbt
nIClSLC26

wIClSLC26
Gr

SLC26
ð1;DÞDmSLC26ðtÞ

þQtðsChAccÞbt
nIClSLCAE

wIClSLCAE
Gr

SLCAEð1;DÞDmSLCAEðtÞ

þQtðsChAccÞbt
nINaNBC

wINaNBC
Gr

NBCð1;DÞDmNBCðtÞ�;

ð31Þ

where the bicarbonate transporter modifiers Pt and Qt are defined in the same way of chloride.
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4.5.3 Sodium fluxes. We determine the sodium flux integrator node ~INa regulation:

~I rNaðt þ 1Þ ¼ sgn½bt
nINaNaR

wINaNaR
Gr

NaRð1;DÞDmNaRðtÞ

þbt
nINaNaC

wINaNaC
Gr

NaCð1;DÞDmNaCðtÞ

þQtðsChAccÞbt
nINaNBC

wINaNBC
Gr

NBCð1;DÞDmNBCðtÞ�;

ð32Þ

where the bicarbonate transporter modifier Qt is defined in the same way of chloride.

4.6 Statistical analysis

The distributions of time-averaged variables relevant to capacitation displayed in Fig 6 are

calculated over 2 × 103-sperm populations. Each time series is averaged over a 1.5 × 104-itera-

tion long capacitating stimulus, after discarding a 5 × 103-iteration long resting state. The dif-

ference between the distributions of capacitated and non-capacitated sperm-populations was

analyzed using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test implemented in R programming language, ver-

sion 4.0.4.

Supporting information

S1 File. Truth tables. Collection of truth tables corresponding to node regulatory functions.

(ZIP)

S1 Fig. Dynamics of a sperm population without ion transporters variability, after a capac-

itating stimulus. Averaged time series of a select set of variables from a WT sperm population,

without variability in their ion transporter weights, subject to external stimulation. In the sim-

ulations, stimuli are introduced at time t = 5 × 103 and consist of cholesterol acceptor-only

(first column), bicarbonate-only (second column), or both (third column). The qualitative

trends of each variable were used to validate our model and are summarized in Table 1 of Sec-

tion 2.2.1. Population size is 2 × 103 sperm.

(PDF)

S2 Fig. Dynamics of a sperm population with ion transporters variability, after a capacitat-

ing stimulus. Averaged time series of a select set of variables from a WT sperm population,

with variability in ion transport weights sampled from a Gaussian distribution with standard

deviation D = 0.25, under several stimuli. Simulations shown in the panels are performed as in

S1 Fig. Notice the similarity of both figures, trends are preserved under the inclusion of the

above mentioned variability.

(PDF)

S3 Fig. Dynamics of a sperm population with CatSper blocked, after a capacitating stimu-

lus. Averaged time series with variability, under an external stimulation of the addition of cho-

lesterol acceptors and higher bicarbonate levels in the extracellular medium, of a select set of

variables in a WT network as reference (left column), and in a CatSperLOF network variant

(right column). Under CatSperLOF, membrane potential V hyperpolarizes, Cai goes to basal

levels, Nai decreases, whereas Cli, pHi and PKA activity increase. Population size is 2 × 103

sperm, the standard deviation used in introducing variability on ion transporter weights is

D = 0.25.

(PDF)
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S4 Fig. Dynamics of a sperm population with ClC blocked, after a capacitating stimulus.

Comparison of the averaged time series with variability, under an external stimulation of the

addition of cholesterol acceptors and higher bicarbonate levels in the extracellular medium, of

select nodes under WT conditions (first column) and loss of function (LOF) of ClC (second

column). Notice that under LOF membrane potential V hyperpolarizes, Nai goes to basal lev-

els, Cai, Cli, pHi and PKA activity increase. Population size is 2 × 103 sperm, the standard devi-

ation used for variability on ion transporter weights is D = 0.25.

(PDF)

S5 Fig. Dynamics of a sperm population with NaC blocked, after a capacitating stimulus.

Averaged time series with variability, under an external stimulation of the addition of choles-

terol acceptors and higher bicarbonate levels in the extracellular medium, of select set of vari-

ables under WT conditions (first column) and NaCLOF (second column). Membrane potential

V hyperpolarizes, Nai decreases, Cai, Cli, pHi and PKA activity increase. Population size is

2 × 103 sperm, the standard deviation used in introducing variability on ion transporter

weights is D = 0.25.

(PDF)

S6 Fig. Dynamics of a sperm population with Slo3 blocked, after a capacitating stimulus.

Averaged time series of select set of variables with variability, under an external stimulation of

the addition of cholesterol acceptors and higher bicarbonate levels in the extracellular medium,

under WT (first column) conditions and Slo3LOF (second column). Membrane potential V

depolarizes, Nai decreases, Cai, Cli, pHi and PKA activity increases. Population size is 2 × 103

sperm, the standard deviation used in introducing variability on ion transporter weights is

D = 0.25.

(PDF)

S7 Fig. Dynamics of a sperm population with PKA blocked, after a capacitating stimulus.

Averaged time series with variability, under an external stimulation of the addition of choles-

terol acceptors and higher bicarbonate levels in the extracellular medium, of select set of vari-

ables under WT conditions (first column) and PKALOF (second column). Membrane potential

V depolarizes, Nai, Cai, Cli and pHi increase, PKA activity goes to zero. Population size is

2 × 103 sperm, the standard deviation used for introducing variability on ion transporter

weights is D = 0.25.

(PDF)

S8 Fig. Capacitated fraction (CF) in sperm populations for fixed joint threshold θ = 0.175,

varying three parameters: Observation window size (W, in iteration units), standard devia-

tion of Gaussian variability (D) and activity threshold of joint node (θc). In all surfaces,

each data point comes from 2 × 103-sperm sized populations with 2 × 104 iterations long simu-

lations (5 × 103 iterations at resting state and 1.5 × 104 post stimulus iterations). The classifica-

tion of capacitated vs. non-capacitated sperm is applied on the last 104 time iterations of each

individual sperm. The color bar represents the level of capacitation fraction. Note that the

white zone corresponds to a capacitation level of 30±5%, which is close to the levels typically

observed for in vitro capacitation in wild-type sperm.

(PDF)

S9 Fig. Capacitation fraction (CF) surfaces in sperm populations, for fixed joint threshold

θ = 0.250. Surfaces are determined as in S8 Fig.

(PDF)
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